Addressing the Challenges of High-Throughput Cancer Tissue Proteomics for Clinical Application: ProCan.
The cancer tissue proteome has enormous potential as a source of novel predictive biomarkers in oncology. Progress in the development of mass spectrometry (MS)-based tissue proteomics now presents an opportunity to exploit this by applying the strategies of comprehensive molecular profiling and big-data analytics that are refined in other fields of 'omics research. ProCan (ProCan is a registered trademark) is a program aiming to generate high-quality tissue proteomic data across a broad spectrum of cancer types. It is based on data-independent acquisition-MS proteomic analysis of annotated tissue samples sourced through collaboration with expert clinical and cancer research groups. The practical requirements of a high-throughput translational research program have shaped the approach that ProCan is taking to address challenges in study design, sample preparation, raw data acquisition, and data analysis. The ultimate goal is to establish a large proteomics knowledge-base that, in combination with other cancer 'omics data, will accelerate cancer research.